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Introduction
Key tasks of the program are identification and display of current position on the map,
automatic and manual setting of route points, route planning, object search, calculation
and display of travel information, display and recording of trajectory of motion in the form
of a track, and much more.

1. Program interface

№

Name

Function

1

Sound

Tapping on the button opens the sound menu.

2

Compass

Tapping on the button opens the context menu, which controls options of map orientation
(«North up» – the map will always be oriented northwards, «Track up» – the map will always
be oriented in the direction of movement along the route), type of map view (Plain view «2D»,
Panoramic view «3D») and skins («Night skin», «Day skin», «Auto»).

3

Road lanes

The sign displays road lanes with possible maneuvers.

4

Information panel

The sign shows the upcoming maneuver (for example, turning) and distance to the maneuver.
Tapping on the sign opens the menu containing route options, for instance an option which
allows stopping route guidance.

5

Route

Visualization of a current route.

6

Information panel

The panel shows current speed, the remaining time to the destination point, distance
to the destination point, and estimated arrival time.

7

GPS-cursor

Indication of a current position on the map, when the GPS receiver is switched on.

8

Menu

Tapping on the button opens the main program menu.

9

Information panel

The panel shows the name of the street you are currently driving along. The information
is available only if GPS/GLONASS connection is established and the map contains
such information. If there is no street name, the direction will be displayed.

10

Scale button

Zoom in button.

11

Scale button

Zoom out button.

12

«Navitel.Events»*

Button for controlling the “Navitel.Events” service.

13

Route progress bar

The progress bar displays the remaining route, waypoints (if any) and traffic density
on the route marked by color.

14

Buttery

The icon indicates the level of battery charge.Tapping on the icon shows free device
memory.

15

GPS connection

GPS-connection indicator. Grey indicator – GPS/GLONASS-receiver is off; red
– receiver is turned on, but there is no connection with satellites; yellow – bad
connection; green – connection is established. The number in the icon indicates the
number of satellites.

16

«Navitel.Friends» *

The icon of the “Navitel.Friends” service, tapping on which opens its menu.
The service is intended for adding friends, viewing their location and exchanging
messages with them.

17

«Cursor» button

Tapping on the button shows the menu for operations with the point marked on the
map (making it a destination point by pressing «Go!» button or proceeding to the
properties screen.

18

«Save WP» button

Saves the point marked on the map as a waypoint.

19

2D/3D button

Switching between the plain 2D and the panoramic 3D map formats.

№

Name

Function

20

Point on the map

Short tap on the map marks the point for further operations with it: saving as a
waypoint, adding to the route or viewing the object’s data, and others.

21

Updates*

Provides access to the program and map update menu screen.

22

Track recording

Button for track recording: red dot– recording is on, grey dot – recording is stopped.

23

Navitel.Traffic*

The icon displays general traffic intensity on ten-point scale. Tapping on the button
shows the menu for controlling the “Navitel.Traffic” service.

24

Navitel.SMS*

The icon allows reading/sending messages and using coordinates in them. It also
shows the number of unread messages.

25

«Go!»

Tapping on the button gives a command to the program to calculate a route from
the current position or the set initial point to the selected point.

26

«Set Start»

Tapping on the button determines the selected point as a starting point of the route
(GPS-receiver must be switched off).

27

«Set Finish»

The button is active only when there is an existing route. Pressing the button
continues the route up to the selected point making it the destination point of the
route.

28

«Route through»

The button is active only when there is an existing route. Pressing the button marks
the selected point as a point to be included in the route. The last added point becomes
the first one in the route after the starting point.

29

Map

Back to map.

* - functionality is available only for devices, having access to the Internet

2. Routing
2.1 Route to a point selected on the map

You can have a route planned to a point, which can be found and marked on the map and then set as the
destination, while current position of the device, determined by the GPS system becomes the starting point.
To plan a route press on the map to mark the point, select “Cursor” [1] and then “Go!” [2]. The program will
offer 3 alternate routes with an approximate distance and time to the finish point [3]. Press «Go!» to start
follow the route [4].
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2.2 Route to an address
To have a route calculated to a point of a known address, press “Menu” in the bottom left corner of the screen
[1] → “Find” [2] → “By address” [3], then press “Select country” and start entering the name of a country
[4]. Press the icon in the upper right part of the screen to hide the keyboard. Select the country [5]. “Select
city”, “Select street” and «Select a building» become active only if the previous fields were filled out [6]. When
all information is entered the object will be shown in the screen [7]. Press «Go!». The program will offer 3
alternative routes [8]. Press «Go!», now you can follow the route [9].
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2.3 Manual setting of all route points
To plan a route, where the starting and the destination points are determined manually, first mark a point
on the map where you plan to start and press «Cursor» [1] to proceed to the «My route» screen. Tap on
the information panel at the bottom of the screen [2]. Press «Set start» in the «Properties» screen [3]. The
GPS-receiver must be switched off. The point will be marked on the map as a starting point. Select a
destination point on the map: tap on the map to mark the point, press «Cursor» [4] and then press «Go!» in
the «My route» screen [5]. The program will offer 3 alternative routes. Select the route and press «Go!» [6].
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3. Some additional features

For those devices which support Internet connection, various NAVITEL® online services, including “Navitel.
Traffic” and “Navitel.Friends” are available.

3.1 Navitel.Traffic
The service provides and displays real-time information about density
of traffic on the map. If a part of a road is marked green on the map
this means that road traffic here is normal, if it is marked yellow – traf
fic is rather dense, orange – traffic is heavy, red – there is a traffic jam
[1]. To set the service select “Menu” → “Settings” → “Online services”.
Fig. 1

3.2 Navitel.Friends
The “Navitel.Friends” interactive service allows viewing positions of
friends on the map in real-time mode, to plan a route, using their coor
dinates, to share coordinates of other points and exchange messages.
To turn the service on select “Menu” → “Settings” → “Online services”
and set the switch in the “Turn on Navitel.Friends” field to “On” posi
tion.
Fig. 2
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